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It was impossible to stop the Attorney Edward White from tearing our family apart. The Bar would not require him to take an accountable position on anything and used the signature cover that our family was the problem. If the Bar had enforced a common sense code of conduct our family would be intact today.
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1988 Surprise 

 
Whatever is behind this remains unknown. 
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This means Anthony M. O'Connell is a Trustee
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The "Seller" is one legal entity; this means that either all the individuals comprising the Seller" are represented or none of the individuals comprising the "Seller" are represented.
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Anthony O'Connell is the point of contact for the Seller.
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                                          April 21, 1988Deed prepared by Edward White or by anonymous says " . . Anthony M. O'Connell, Trustee, could not qualify and Herbert A. Higham, Trustee, was appointed to act in his place and stead."
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Is the still concealed 1985 "come-in", "lawyer fix", behind this? 
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 Lisa Overton of Stewart Title
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I never got a response from Edward White to this letter until I drove from Saint Louis, Missouri, to Edward White's office in Alexandria, Virginia, and there he told me that if I did not sign the deed as he wrote it, he would tell me mother that I was blocking the sale.Withhold: After I wrote this letter I was trapped by Edward White withhold; not responding. If I went to another attorney to try to find out what was happening to my sale, history suggests that that would be used as it was used twice before.The withholding of the final estate account and the withholding of Edward White's existence in 1985 led me to go to Henry MackallThe bad documents and the none responses to my questions to him about them led me to go to Edward Prichard.
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Why not ask Edward White to take an accountable position on something such as "Who did he represent and when did he represent them"
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A civil action would mean I would have to  take our sister Jean Nader to Court as well because she is co-executor with Edward White. A Court action against me is what Edward White encouraged in his letter of April 22, 1992.  A civil action resulted in Chief Judge Dennis J. Smith Order of January 25, 2013 
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 Lisa Overton of Stewart Title
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Bill Lynch does not mention the 1992 Trust Deed
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                                                         Signature pattern The CPA Joanne L. Barnes ( SSN 579-44-3240 and EIN 5410401148 ), the Attorney Edward J. White, and their collaborators, make money disappear and protect themselves by dis-empowering the family they victimize. Their signature pattern is to use a trusting family member to carry out their covert advice so it appears as if the wedges they plant come from the family. They make it appear that the family torn itself apart over money. To verify most anything try to expose their accounting at bk467p191.This arrangement starts by attacking and supplanting the family's established fiduciaries and attorney's. A trusting family member with no background in accounting is installed as a co-fiduciary so that they can be used as unwitting cover. See http://www.canweconnectthedots.com/shutouts/install.html No one tried to protect our family. Many protected them. I believe they are above the law,  have total control with no accountability, have been operating for decades, are insulated beyond imagination, and no one in the establishment is going to confront them. 


	                      Position
	1986.06.20 certificate of qualification for both trustees
	1988.04.16 edward white to anthony o'connell
	1988.04.21 deed
	1988.05.16 certificate of qualification for both trustees (Still qualified since June 20, 1086)
	box: qualified or not qualified?



